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Maison de Victor Hugo presents an exploration of the links between the work of Victor Hugo and 

modern art, through a juxtaposition of the drawings of the great poet and those of Louis Soutter. 

What do one of the most celebrated French writers and a Swiss violinist consigned to a hospice for 

the aged have in common? They lived a century apart yet shared visionary and unusual drawing 

practices that challenged the boundaries of art. 

The exhibition Louis Soutter – Victor Hugo, Dessins parallèles shows for the first time links drawn 

between these two major bodies of work, and pays homage to the remarkable Louis Soutter. 

Illustrator and violinist, Louis Soutter (1871 – 1942), once classified by Jean Dubuffet as an artist of 

“art brut”, is today considered amongst the greatest artists of the 20th century.  

He began drawing at the time he was placed, at the age of 52, in a hospice in the Jura Vaudois region, 

where he produced over 40 exercise books of drawings and filled numerous architecture and art 

books with annotations and sketches. Cousin of architects Le Corbusier and Pierre Jeanneret and an 

associate of writers Jean Giono and Charles-Ferdinand Ramuz, he drew his inspiration from a wide 

range of writers of theatre, novels and poetry. It was in his drawings that he made reference to the 

writings of Victor Hugo, as well as to those of William Shakespeare, who also figured strongly in 

Hugo’s work. 

When he came to the attention of writers such as Jean Giono and Charles-Ferdinand Ramuz, they 

helped him, allowing him to develop his oeuvre to reach the sublime heights seen in his finger 

paintings. 

 

Exhibition content 

Louis Soutter – Victor Hugo, Dessins parallèles begins with the drawings of Louis Soutter that refer 

explicitly to Victor Hugo –  for the most part concerning the novels Notre-Dame de Paris and 

Quatrevingt-treize  –  which are brought together in the first room. 

The second section creates at length a sort of dialogue between the two artists by way of 

iconographic themes that they shared – such as the Swiss countryside,  imaginary castles and cities, 

reveries on heraldic themes, oriental architecture, their vision of women – and which reveal an 

extraordinary meeting of minds. 

http://www.musee-hugo.paris.fr/


The third section explores the relationship of each artist with the poetic, bringing together verses 

from La Légende des Siècles and the drawings through which Soutter seems to have really made the 

work of Victor Hugo his own, and revisited the history of humanity. 

Finally, through Shakespeare, who figured prominently in their respective pantheons, the last section 

shows – notably through the more physical practice of finger-painting which they shared – how the 

two artists brought to life through their work their common humanist vision. 

This very visual and non-dogmatic exhibition invites the visitor to follow in the path of two 

remarkable artists who, independently of any professional or academic practice, broke through 

established artistic genres to truly reveal the soul, guided only by their vision and their freedom. 

 

Curators: Julie Borgeaud, Guest Curator, and Gérard Audinet, Director, Maison de Victor Hugo 

Catalogue: 19x27.5 cm, 160 pages, paperback with jacket, 120 illustrations, €35 

ISBN 978-2-7596-0293-3 
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Above, left to right: 

Victor Hugo, Ville au pont rompu [City with broken bridge], 1847 © Maison de Victor Hugo 

Louis Soutter, Chateaux /ruinés [Castles /ruins], 1923–1930, Lausanne © Musée cantonal des Beaux-

Arts 

Victor Hugo, La Légende des Siècles, partie encore inédite [The Legend of the Centuries, unpublished 

part], 1860 © Maison de Victor Hugo 

Louis Soutter, Nymphes [Nymphs], 1923–1930 © Fondation Le Corbusier 
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Victor Hugo, La Tourgue en 1835, 30 mai 1876 © Maison de Victor Hugo 

Louis Soutter, Le Pont / De bois et / la Tour [The bridge/wood and/the tower], 1930–1937  © 

Collection Sylvie Giono 
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Victor Hugo, Taches avec empreintes de doigts [Marks with fingerprints], 1864–1865 © Bibliothèque 

nationale de France 

Louis Soutter, Crépuscule du ganster [Nightfall of the ganster], 1937–1942 ©Courtesy Galerie Karsten 
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